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Sources of Background

MoNA Bar Move to Los Alamos

Analysis was done using ROOT, in addition to the creation of Python scripts to help
automate tasks.
● We wrote numerous C++ macros to aid in analysis, whether in compiling files or
plotting complicated spectra. In some cases, there were physical shifts of the bars
that needed to be offset, so we calibrated the bars. One of the biggest problems we
needed to solve was how to subtract background.
● Simulations were done using GEANT4 with the Menate_R neutron scattering cross
section package

Neutron Dark Scattering – 2x8 Array
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We discovered 4 primary sources of background, some of which could potentially
be included in simulation, but we decided rather to develop experimental
procedures to remove or reduce these sources:

Former students packing the MoNA bars
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Dark scattering events leave no signal for first hit. First light observed is
outside of the beam path. However, beam halo neutrons illuminate the entire
array, so we needed to develop a method to reduce or eliminate the
contribution of first hits from these neutrons.
In order to reduce/remove background from:
Beam halo neutrons
● Cosmic muons
● Room neutrons
● Bar activation
●

Overhead view of Los Alamos

Beam halo – scattered neutrons at exit collimator
● Activation in the detector bars – predominantly 12B beta decay plus others
● Cosmic muons
● Buildup of scattered neutrons in the room
●

16 MoNA bars were
transported to Los Alamos
for the experiment

Bar activation and room neutrons:
Buildup of background during macropulse

Fedex truck that transported the bars

Array Geometries Chosen for LANL

Falloff in detector activity after
macropulse is complete

Every 6th macropulse
to Lujan

3355 array

We subtracted signal data from bar A0 (front
bar below the beam, least likely to receive
scattered beam neutrons) from all other bars.
Below are color plots comparing observation
with simulation for dark scattering. Because
the C elastic scattering cross section is fairly
well know, simulation does a fairly good job.
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This plot shows the rise in activation of
the bars through the macropulse and
the gradual decay in the 625
microseconds following the
macropulse.
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MoNA side view – 9 columns of 16 detectors each.
Outlines show the two geometries used at LANL.

Blue is bar A1 (top left in the array), Red is
Bar A0 (bottom left). Bar A0 can be
subtracted from A1 and all other bars
(scaled for depth attenuation), eliminating
beam halo background.

Background-subtracted dark-scattering plots for different incoming neutron energies.
All data is for hit 1 in lower layer of 2x8 array.
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Timing Structure of Neutron Beam
Below: The WNR 90-m shed is located 90 m
from the proton spallation source that produces
the neutrons. Location of the gamma-flash
produced by the target provides time calibration
Gamma Flash

Halo neutrons are produced by
scattering from entrance collimator.
They have the same energy profile
as beam neutrons, but illuminate the
entire array

Wrap-around neutrons are slower neutrons
that enter the room in the following
macropulse. There was no way to
eliminate the contribution from these
neutrons, so we placed a q-threshold
above the wrap-around neutron energy.

Below is a plot of neutron energies within a macropulse, and those accompanying
neutrons in the following macropulse.
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Above: Every second, 120 proton beam
macropulses are sent to the spallation
target. Each macropulse consists of
346 micropulses, separated by 1.8
µsec. The macropulses last 625 µsec
and are separated by 8.3 milliseconds.
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